United States Marine Corps

The Complaint Process for Formal and
Informal Complaints

Initial complaint
Begin process.

EOR receives complaint
of discrimination or
sexual harassment.

EOR discusses policies,
formal/informal options
for resolution with
complainant / assists command.

Attempt Informal Resolution System* (IRS)
Possible resolution may include:
•Complainant seeks to resolve issue with offender.
•Apology requested for offending action(s).
•Senior leader informally discusses issue w/parties.
•Mediation between the parties.
•Targeted training requested/conducted.

If IRS works
issue resolved;
End process.

EOA receives complaint
of discrimination or
sexual harassment.

EOA discusses policies,
formal/informal options
for resolution with
complainant / assists command.
IRS fails or inappropriate for
complaint type, complainant
submits allegation(s) to unit
Commander. IO appointed within
72-hrs to investigate issue.
Initial DASH sent to HQMC-MPE

If alleged offender is from a
different command the
investigation is conducted by
their command. The DASH is
completed by the complainant's
command. Complainant informed
of status every 14 days.

If IRS does not work or
formal resolution is
requested, draft initial
DASH and begin formal process.

Investigation must be completed
within 14 days, then submitted to
SJA for legal sufficiency review,
EOA for EO sufficiency review.
If necessary, GCMCA may grant
one 30 day extension. Both reviews
are returned to Commander for use
in determining case outcomesubstantiated or unsubstantiated.

Notes:
IRS=Informal Resolution System * (IAW NAVPERS 15620
complainant has right to refuse IRS)
GCMCA=General Court Martial Convening Authority
DASH=Discrimination And Sexual Harassment database
EOR=Equal Opportunity Representative
NPLOC=Non-Punitive Letter Of Caution
AdminSep=Administrative Separation
If substantiated the offender
EOA=Equal Opportunity Advisor
may receive counseling, NPLOC,
IO=Investigating Officer
NJP, Court Martial,
SJA=Staff Judge Advocate
AdminSep.,
Final DASH done
NJP=Non-Judicial Punishment
End process.

Complainant submits
statement of
satisfaction
or dissatisfaction
to Commander for files.

If IRS works
issue resolved;
End process.

If complainant does not
seek EOA assistance,
command informs the
EOA via initial DASH.

Supplemental DASH done,
Commander sends report
to GCMCA explaining issue.
This report must include
the name of the IO.

Additional extensions
of investigation must be
requested by command
in writing to HQMC-MPE.

If unsubstantiated, the alleged
offender does not receive
record of incident in their
official military files
Final DASH done
End process.

